We investigate a two-dimensional Ising model with long-range interactions that emerge from a generalization of the magnetic dipolar interaction in spin systems with in-plane spin orientation. This interaction is, in general, anisotropic whereby in the present work we focus on the isotropic case for which the model is found to be at its upper critical dimensionality. To investigate the critical behavior the temperature and field dependence of several quantities are studied by means of Monte Carlo simulations. On the basis of the Privman-Fisher hypothesis and results of the renormalization group the numerical data are analyzed in the framework of a finite-size scaling analysis and compared to finite-size scaling functions derived from a Ginzburg-Landau-Wilson model in zero mode (meanfield) approximation. The obtained excellent agreement suggests that at least in the present case the concept of universal finite-size scaling functions can be extended to the upper critical dimensionality.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, spin models with long-range interactions were the subject of several extensive Monte Carlo studies. Utilizing an efficient cluster algorithm [1] these studies were addressed to the verification of some unproved predictions on the critical behavior of spin models with algebraically decaying long-range interactions [2] . Furthermore, the crossover from Ising-like to classical critical behavior was investigated [3, 4] and first numerical results on the critical behavior of the dipolar in-plane Ising (DIPI) model were obtained [5] . This twodimensional model displays a strongly anisotropic phase transition, i. e. , the correlation lengths in direction parallel and perpendicular to spin orientation diverge in the infinite system (let t > 0) as [5] ξ (∞) (t) ∼ξ t −ν , ξ (∞)
at the critical point, where bothξ =ξ ⊥ and ν = ν ⊥ , and t ≡ (T − T c )/T c denotes the reduced temperature. Except the anisotropy exponent θ = ν /ν ⊥ neither any numerical estimates of the critical exponents exist for the DIPI model, nor is it clear whether the model exhibits Lifshitz type critical behavior [6] as it is observed, e. g. , in the anisotropic next nearest neighbor Ising (ANNNI) model [7, 8, 9] . To address such questions in a broader context we present a two-dimensional long-range spin model that arises from generalizing the DIPI model by introducing an additional parameter. Assuming L × L ⊥ geometry and periodic boundary conditions this model is described * Electronic address: daniel@thp.Uni-Duisburg.de † Electronic address: fred@thp.Uni-Duisburg.de 
and consists of both a ferromagnetic short-range nearest neighbor exchange coupling with the coupling constant J ≥ 0 and a long-range contribution, where r and r ⊥ are the components of the vector r parallel and perpendicular to spin orientation. Using this general form of the pair coupling J(r), several well known spin systems can be mapped onto this model by making an explicit choice of the parameters ω , ω ⊥ , and J. With ω = −2ω ⊥ > 0, and for symmetry reasons −2ω = ω ⊥ > 0, and J > 0 the DIPI model is recovered, and if ω = ω ⊥ > 0 and J = 0 Eq. (2a) corresponds to an Ising model with an isotropic ferromagnetic long-range interaction algebraically decaying as J(r) ∝ |r| −3 . Another special case is the dipolar Ising model with perpendicular spin orientation [10, 11] that can be obtained for ω = ω ⊥ < 0 and J > 0. Figure 1 shows the ground state phase diagram of the model whereby we took into account four different ground state spin configurations: the ferromagnetic state (fm) where all spins point to the same direction, the totally antiferromagnetic state that is referred to as checkerboard state (check), and commensurate stripe domain states with a domain wall orientation parallel (mod ) and perpendicular (mod ⊥) to spin orientation and the periods N ,⊥ . Dependent on the values of the quotients ω /J and ω ⊥ /J all considered spin configurations were found as stable ground states. Due to symmetry reasons the arrangement of the corresponding phases in Fig. 1 is symmetric with respect to the line ω = ω ⊥ . The periods N ,⊥ of the stripe domain states diverge when approaching the dashed lines in Fig. 1 .
The region in parameter space where the model displays a ferromagnetic ground state is of particular interest to us. In that region the observed phase transitions are isotropic (anisotropic) when ω = ω ⊥ (ω = ω ⊥ ) whereby in the present work we draw our attention to the isotropic ferromagnetic long-range case
before we turn to the case of an anisotropic pair coupling [12] . It is known that the upper critical dimension of long-range spin models with ferromagnetic interactions decaying as J(r) ∝ |r| −(d+σ) is given by d u = 2σ [13] . Comparison with the pair coupling J(r) defined in Eq. (2b) yields in the isotropic case, Eq. (3), σ = 1 for a two-dimensional system and consequently
So in this paper we investigate the critical behavior of the model at its borderline dimensionality d u by means of Monte Carlo (MC) simulations and finite-size scaling methods. For that purpose in the following Section II the finite-size scaling form of the free energy density is discussed and the finite-size scaling relations of the considered quantities are derived as they are used for the finite-size scaling analysis. These relations define finitesize scaling functions for which in Section III we evaluate analytical expressions in the framework of the so-called zero mode theory that is based on the Ginzburg-LandauWilson (GLW) model. In the last Section IV the zero mode results are compared to numerical data within a finite-size scaling analysis.
II. FINITE-SIZE SCALING RELATIONS
To study the critical properties of the model in the isotropic long-range case we have carried out a finitesize scaling analysis of MC data. This analysis requires the finite-size scaling relations of the quantities that were considered in the simulations.
Via a renormalization group approach, Luijten and Blöte [2] derived the scaling form of the free energy density of O(n) spin models with ferromagnetic long-range interactions decaying as J(r) ∝ |r| −(d+σ) . At the upper critical dimension, that is given by d u = 2 for σ = 1 (see Sec. I), the singular part of the reduced free energy density was found to scale as (n = 1)
with the reduced temperature t, the reduced external field h ≡ βB where β ≡ 1/(k B T ) denotes the inverse temperature (we set k B =1 throughout this paper), and the so-called dangerous irrelevant variable u [14, 15] . Note that we rewrote the formula given in Ref. [2] in terms of the parameters v ′ and L ′ 0 , where L ′ 0 can be regarded as a reference length that fixes the length scale in the logarithms (see also Ref. [16] ), and we absorbed constant factors into f . The symbol ∼ means "asymptotically equal" and, unless stated otherwise, refers to the limit (t, h, L) → (0, 0, ∞) with tL ln Proceeding from Eq. (4) we adapt the Privman-Fisher hypothesis [17] and propose the finite-size scaling form of the singular part of the reduced free energy density
with the universal finite-size scaling (UFSS) function Y (x, y). The arguments of this function correspond to the temperature scaling variable
with the shifted reduced temperaturê
and the field scaling variable
whereby C 1 and C 2 are nonuniversal metric factors. Let us note that we have replaced the constants v ′ and L ′ 0 which arise from the renormalization group by the constants v and L 0 that will be used as fit parameters in the finite-size scaling analysis. It is also important to point out that the terms that result from v and L 0 in the temperature scaling variable x rg and the field scaling variable y rg are merely corrections since they do not contribute to the leading orders in the expansionŝ tL ln
However, due to the slow convergence of the logarithms appearing at the upper critical dimension these corrections are substantial for the quality of the data collapse in the finite-size scaling analysis, as will be discussed in Sec. IV (see also Sec. IV(B) in [2] , and [16] ).
In the following we derive the finite-size scaling forms of the quantities that were considered in the simulations. Lets
denote the average of the spin variables s j , these quantities are the magnetization m(t, h; L) = s and the sus-
, whose finite-size scaling forms can be obtained by taking derivatives of the singular part of the reduced free energy density, Eq. (5), according to
We also consider the dimensionless Binder cumulant [18] U (t; L) = 1− s 4 /(3 s 2 2 ) that can be evaluated from the susceptibility χ(t, h; L) and the nonlinear susceptibility χ (nl) (t, h; L) using the identity [19] 
where
(11) Hence, the Binder cumulant scales as
Since the ensemble averages s 2m+1 with m ∈ N 0 vanish in the absence of an external field, we, in addition, analyze the magnetization m abs (t, h; L) = |s| and the susceptibility
. It is understood that these quantities also fulfill the finite-size scaling forms of m(t, h; L) and χ(t, h; L), Eqs. (9), respectively with the corresponding UFSS functions Y m abs (x, y) and Y χ abs (x, y).
III. MEAN-FIELD THEORY
An appropriate description of spin systems of dimen-
d with mean-field-like (classical) critical behavior can be achieved by the mean-field theory employed by Brézin and Zinn-Justin [20] and Rudnick et al . [21] . This theory, also known as zero mode approximation, yields in contrast to conventional meanfield theories a rounded transition for finite systems. In the thermodynamic limit L → ∞ the usual power laws with the expected mean-field values of the critical exponents can be recovered.
In the following, this theory is reviewed and used to evaluate analytical expressions for the finite-size scaling functions defined in the preceding section in order to compare them to the numerical data, as it is demonstrated in Sec. IV. The basis of this evaluation is the reduced GLW Hamiltonian in momentum space that corresponds to the underlying spin system with a long-range interaction J(r) ∝ |r| −(d+σ) . It is given by (see, e. g. , Ref. [22] )
ϕ k1 ϕ k2 ϕ k3 ϕ −k1−k2−k3 (13) with the temperature-like parameter r ∝ T − T mf c that measures the deviation of the temperature from the mean-field critical temperature T mf c , the reduced external field h, and the dangerous irrelevant variable u > 0. Each sum in Eq. (13) runs for each component k j of k over integer multiples of 2π/L up to a momentum space cutoff k Λ = π/a (|k j | ≤ k Λ ) with the lattice constant a.
The essential step of the zero mode approximation is the neglection of all modes except the zero mode ϕ ≡ ϕ 0 in Eq. (13) . This leads to the reduced zero mode Hamiltonian (see, e. g. , Ref. [21] )
with the corresponding partition function
So the normalized probability distribution of the zero mode is given by
and it can be used to evaluate averages of the form
A further central quantity is the reduced free energy density that is given by f 0 = −L −d ln(Z 0 ) within the zero mode approximation [19, 20] . Using this expression and the zero mode partition function defined in Eq. (15), the rescaling (see, e. g. , Ref. [20] )
immediately yields the zero mode finite-size scaling form of f 0 . It reads
with the mean-field temperature and field scaling variables
and an additive term c(L) that is without significance in the following since it is absent after taking derivatives of f 0 (r, h; L) with respect to r or h. Instead we focus on the finite-size scaling functioñ
from which, as seen in the preceding section, the finitesize scaling functions of other quantities like the magnetization m and the susceptibility χ follow. The asymptotics of this function are given bỹ
Following the convention suggested in Ref. [23] , the normalized finite-size scaling function Y mf (x, y) of the reduced free energy density should be defined such that their asymptotics read
instead of the leading orders in Eqs. (22) . This requirement fixes some arbitrariness of the reduced free energy density finite-size scaling function and can be fulfilled by a rescaling of the parameters r and u, which are the only phenomenological quantities entering the reduced zero mode Hamiltonian, Eq. (14) . Replacing x and y in Eqs. (22) explicitly with the mean-field scaling variables x mf and y mf from Eqs. (20) , the rescaling
leads to a cancellation of the corresponding coefficients of −x 2 mf and −|y mf | 4 3 and one obtains the desired asymptotics. It is important to note that we do not alter the definitions of x mf and y mf due to this rescaling, but the scaling function itself. Starting from the zero mode partition function, Eq. (15), with the rescaled parameters r and u, we, after the procedure discussed above, finally end up with
instead off 0 (x, y) given in Eq. (21) .
Having defined the reduced free energy density finitesize scaling function, in the following the finite-size scaling forms and the corresponding zero mode finite-size scaling functions of the quantities considered in the preceding section will be derived. Since the quantities m abs (t, h; L) and χ abs (t, h; L) cannot be evaluated by taking derivatives of the reduced free energy density, we instead make use of the average defined in Eq. (17) . Setting here g(ϕ) = ϕ m and g(ϕ) = |ϕ| m , respectively, the rescaling of the parameters r and u [Eq. (24) ] and the rescaling of the zero mode (Eq. (18)) immediately yields the finite-size scaling forms of these averages. They read
with the finite-size scaling functions
Since, as discussed in Ref. [20] , the zero mode ϕ is related to the order parameter field φ(r) in real space via
and consequently corresponds to the average order parameter per volume, one immediately obtains the finitesize scaling forms of the quantities defined in Sec. II, using Eqs. (27) . Due to this correspondence, the magnetization m(r, h; L) and the susceptibility χ(r, h; L) are given by
and therefore, according to Eq. (27a), scale as 
for which within the zero mode approximation one obtains the scaling form 
IV. MONTE CARLO RESULTS
In this section we present the results of MC simulations that were carried out for the model [Eq. (2)] with (ω , ω ⊥ , J) = (1, 1, 0). We have used the Wolff cluster algorithm [24] for long-range spin models proposed by Luijten and Blöte [1] . To study the properties of the model in the presence of an external magnetic field, a histogram reweighting technique [25] was used.
In the simulations quadratic spin systems with L := L = L ⊥ = {32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024} were considered and we started with recording the magnetization m abs , the susceptibilities χ and χ abs , and the Binder cumulant U at zero field for various temperatures close to the corresponding mean-field critical temperature T mf c . This temperature is given by T mf c = J(0) (see, e. g. , Ref. [26] ) where J(k) denotes the Fourier transform of the pair coupling Eq. (2b). Setting the coupling constant to J = 0 the evaluation of this expression yields, the divergent term at r = 0 is excluded,
with the two-dimensional lattice sum [27] Θ(s) = 4 1−s ζ(s) ζ(s,
where ζ(s, a) denotes the generalized Riemann Zeta function. Setting ω = ω ⊥ = 1, the mean-field critical temperature takes the value
According to the finite-size scaling relations listed in Sec. II the UFSS functions were evaluated from the MC data and plotted against the temperature scaling variable x rg (see Fig. 2 ). The data collapse was achieved by adjusting the critical temperature T c ≡ T c (∞) and the parameters v and L 0 in the following way. First we determined L 0 from the requirement that the maximum of the scaled susceptibility T χ abs (t, 0; 
at x rg =0. Finally, in order to compare the numerical data to the zero mode finite-size scaling functions listed in Sec. III, these functions were fitted to the numerical data by tuning the nonuniversal metric factors C 1 and C 2 . The values of all parameters as they were determined from this analysis are listed in Table I . The whole data analysis was done using Fsscale [28] . In addition to the temperature dependence we also studied the dependence of the quantities m, m abs , χ, and χ abs on an external field at the temperature
that can be regarded as an effective critical temperature of the finite system (see, e. g. , Ref. [19] ). Note that t c (L) = T c (L)/T c (∞) − 1 corresponds to the value of t for which the shifted reduced temperaturet as defined in Eq. (6b) and consequently the temperature scaling variable x rg [Eq. (6a)] vanishes, ast = t − t c (L). Due to this choice the numerical data obtained at this temperature and nonzero fields might then be compared to the corresponding zero mode finite-size scaling functions Y mf i (0, y) within a finite-size scaling plot. Therefore we stored for each of the system lengths L = {16, 32, 64, 128, 256} a -4 -2 0 2 4 magnetization histogram at the corresponding temperature T c (L) and zero external field, i. e. at x rg = y rg = 0. Using these histograms, the considered quantities were extrapolated to nonzero fields [25] and plotted as implied by their finite-size scaling forms (see Fig. 3 ). The values of the fit parameters required for these plots are taken consistently as they were determined from the temperature runs (cf. Table I ). Since the reweighting technique allows the extrapolation of the quantities to arbitrary values of the external field, the data are displayed as continuous lines.
Within the intervals of the scaling variables x rg and y rg that were considered in the simulations we find excellent agreement of the MC data with the zero mode theory. In Figs. 2(a,b) merely for negative values of the temperature scaling variable x rg remarkable deviations occur and the MC data with increasing system size L converge to the corresponding zero mode finite-size scaling function. This effect indicates the presence of further corrections that are expected to vanish in the limit L → ∞ (see also Ref. [29] that refers to the five-dimensional short-range nearest neighbor Ising model).
The deviations visible in Fig. 3 for large values of the field scaling variable y rg are due to the finite size of the histograms that were used to obtain the curves shown there by means of the reweighting technique. They originate from the fact that a magnetization histogram of size K that is based on K values of the average spins [Eq. (8) ] sampled in a MC simulation, in the mean does not contain values ofs occurring in a simulation with a lower probability than 1/K. As will be demonstrated in the following, these deviations can also be reproduced 0.1 1 10
0.1 1 10 within the zero mode theory by truncating the zero mode probability distribution P 0 (ϕ), Eq. (16), from which we start and perform the rescaling, Eq. (24) . After that we set x mf = 0 and y mf = 0 since the magnetization histograms we used to obtain the curves shown in Fig. 3 were recorded in the simulations also for vanishing x rg and y rg . The corresponding normalized zero mode probability distribution denoted as P 0,c (ϕ) then reads
with the zero mode finite-size scaling function To make an appropriate definition of the cut-off parameter ϕ Λ ≡ ϕ Λ (K) > 0 we use an estimation that is known from extreme value statistics [30] . We assume that in the mean only one out of K measured values of the average order parameter ϕ lies outside the interval ] − ϕ Λ , ϕ Λ [, i. e. it fulfills |ϕ| ≥ ϕ Λ . This implies
from which the cutoff ϕ Λ is implicitly defined. Replac- 6 MCS for each system length L. According to Eq. (42) this corresponds to a cutoff value of qΛ(10 6 ) ≃ 3.1728. The value of the fit parameter L0 and the nonuniversal metric factor C2 are taken as they are listed in Table I . 
where q Λ = (uL d ) 1 4 ϕ Λ and Γ(a, b) denotes the incomplete Gamma function. Expanding this expression and separating q Λ ≡ q Λ (K) yields to leading order a logarithmic dependence on the histogram size K of the form
with the constant K 0 = (3/4)
). To demonstrate the validity of the definition of the cutoff ϕ Λ , respectively, q Λ , Fig. 4 shows a finite-size scaling plot of the critical magnetization histogram H c that was recorded for x rg = y rg = 0. Starting from the finite-size scaling form of the magnetization, Eq. (9a), it is straightforward to show that this histogram scales as
with the finite-size scaling function Y Hc (q) and the scaling variable
). As is expected also in Fig. 4 , the MC data are found to be in very good agreement with the zero mode expression Y i (x, y; K) that were evaluated using the truncated zero mode probability distribution with the cutoff q Λ (K) are also shown in Fig. 3 , and nicely agree with the extrapolated data.
Before finishing this section we also want to discuss the importance of the corrections to the leading orders in the expansions in Eqs. (7) that are determined by the parameters L 0 and v. For that purpose Figs. 5(a,b) show the finite-size scaling plot of the susceptibility χ abs (t, 0; L) versus scaling variable x rg (Fig. 2(b) ) where we set v = 0 in Fig. 5(a) and L 0 = 1 in Fig. 5(b) . The values of the other parameters entering the plots are taken from Table I . As is expected, neglecting one of the corrections causes a significant displacement between the MC data and the zero mode finite-size scaling function Y mf χ abs (x rg , 0). This effect could partially be compensated by readjusting the remaining fit parameters, but this procedure would in the case of Fig. 5(a) lead to a wrong determination of the critical temperature T c (∞) (see also discussions in Ref. [31] that refer to spin models above the upper critical dimensionality).
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced a two-dimensional long-range spin model that displays both isotropic and anisotropic phase transitions and, in particular, strongly anisotropic phase transitions. As a first stage the critical behavior of the model in the isotropic case for which it is found to be at its upper critical dimensionality was investigated. For that purpose we have carried out Monte Carlo simulations and studied the temperature and field dependence of several quantities. Using results of the renormalization group, the numerical data obtained for different system sizes were analyzed by means of a finite-size scaling analysis. It turns out that beside a size-dependent shift that has already been discussed in the literature a characteristic length L 0 that was inserted to the logarithms is an important correction that must not be neglected.
Furthermore, the collapsed data were compared to the zero mode (mean-field) theory and found to be in excellent agreement. It turns out that the logarithmic corrections typically occurring at the upper critical dimensionality do only enter the finite-size scaling functions through their arguments, whereby these functions were derived from zero mode theory. This shows that at least in the present case the concept of universal finite-size scaling functions can be extended to the upper critical dimensionality.
Finally we note that the numerical results strongly indicate the validity of the zero mode theory at the upper critical dimensionality and might shed new light on recent controversial discussions about its correctness for d ≥ d u [29, 32] .
As it will be subject of a future work it is desirable to extend the analysis shown above to the anisotropic case ω = ω ⊥ . In particular, the critical behavior of the model should be investigated when approaching the strongly anisotropic cases ω = −2ω ⊥ and −2ω = ω ⊥ , respectively.
